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Stimulation of the Ang II type 1 (AT1) receptor by Ang II has various local and systemic effects aimed at increasing understanding. In the search for an optimal daily sodium dose, Tikellis et al make a valuable contribution to the discussion. It would be premature to translate the results from this mouse study into clinical practice, but they do underline the need for more substantial data on the impact of dietary changes on cardiovascular outcomes in humans. More information on clinical outcomes, however difficult to acquire, would not in the least also increase the acceptance rate of guidelines among the professionals that should be their advocates.
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highly responsive RAAS. In other words, salt sensitivity indicates RAAS insensitivity and vice versa. Not completely coincidentally, those groups that have a high risk of blood pressure–associated morbidity (eg, individuals with hypertension or diabetes mellitus or blacks) generally have a less responsive RAAS. This is reassuring; it suggests that those who would profit the most from sodium restriction in terms of blood pressure reduction also run the least risk of accelerated atherosclerosis through RAAS activation.

Public health guidelines are subject to continuously increasing understanding. In the search for an optimal daily sodium dose, Tikellis et al make a valuable contribution to the discussion. It would be premature to translate the results from this mouse study into clinical practice, but they do underline the need for more substantial data on the impact of dietary changes on cardiovascular outcomes in humans. More information on clinical outcomes, however difficult to acquire, would not in the least also increase the acceptance rate of guidelines among the professionals that should be their advocates.
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